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Abstract
The near-surface swimming patterns of bacteria are strongly determined by the hydrodynamic
interactions between bacteria and the surface, which trap bacteria in smooth circular trajectories
that lead to inefficient surface exploration. Here, we show by combining experiments and a data-
driven mathematical model that surface exploration of enterohemorrhagic Escherichia coli (EHEC)
– a pathogenic strain of E. coli causing serious illnesses such as bloody diarrhea – results from a
complex interplay between motility and transient surface adhesion events. These events allow
EHEC to break the smooth circular trajectories and regulate their transport properties by the use
stop-adhesion events that lead to a characteristic intermittent motion on surfaces. We find that
the experimentally measured frequency of stop-adhesion events in EHEC is located at the value
predicted by the developed mathematical model that maximizes bacterial surface diffusivity. We
indicate that these results and the developed model apply to other bacterial strains on different
surfaces, which suggests that swimming bacteria use transient adhesion to regulate surface motion.
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The swimming of E. coli has been the focus of a great deal of research that set the basis
of the canonical picture of peritrichous bacterial motion in the bulk [1–3]. Bulk exploration
is performed by alternating periods during which bacteria “run” in roughly straight paths
and “tumbling” events that lead to abrupt changes in the moving direction. In the classical
picture of bulk exploration of E. coli [1–4], both, the distribution of run times and durations
of tumbling events are exponentially distributed. Biased motion towards chemoattractant
sources has been well reported in E. coli and it has been found to rely on the capacity of
bacteria of altering its moving direction by regulating the frequency of tumbling events,
in particular by decreasing the tumbling frequency when heading in the direction of the
chemoattractant gradient [5–8].
Surface exploration of individual bacteria, on the other hand, remains comparatively less
understood. Let us stress that individual surface exploration should not be confused with
colony expansion, commonly called swarming, which is a collective phenomenon typically
studied at air-agar interfaces [9–11]. As peritrichous swimmers such as E. coli move from
the bulk towards a surface, surface-induced hydrodynamic interactions impose a series of
physical constraints: a) bacteria get attracted towards the surface, with bacterial motion
becoming effectively two-dimensional for long periods of time [12–17], b) abrupt changes
in the moving direction are strongly suppressed [18, 19], and c) a hydrodynamic-induced
torque (together with above-mentioned surface attraction) traps bacteria in circular, almost
deterministic, trajectories [20–25] that lead to inefficient surface exploration. For a very
recent and detailed study on near-surface swimming of E. coli, see [26].
Here, we show that in experiments with highly virulent, highly adhesive enterohemor-
rhagic E. coli (EHEC) surface exploration is characterized by the intermittency between
run and stop phases, with the later involving surface adhesion. These stop-adhesion events
allow EHEC to escape from the above-mentioned circular trajectories. Note that for these
bacteria, surface adhesion is key for host-tissue invasion [27] and biofilm formation [28–31].
Our study reveals that surface adhesion also plays a crucial role in surface exploration. More
specifically, we show that the temporal statistics of the stop and run phases is consistent
with a three-state model, with two of those states connected to stop phases and at least one
of them involving surface adhesion. Based on this three-state model, we build a spatiotem-
poral motility model. The analysis of this model reveals that the experimentally measured
frequency at which stops occur is located at the theoretically predicted optimal frequency
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that maximizes bacterial diffusivity. We discuss the consequences of this remarkable finding.
FIG. 1. Experimental trajectories and their statistics. a-c, EHEC display smooth circular tra-
jectories (white curves) [a] that are interrupted by stop events (indicated by red triangles) that
lead to abrupt changes in the speed (V ) and reorientations (∆θ) [b and c]. d, The characteristic
intermittent behavior of the speed V (t) over time t, whose value alternates between Vr and 0.
Run-time (τR) and stop-time (τS) periods are indicated, see text. e, Speed distribution pv(V/Vr).
Its bimodal nature allows using the local minimum as a threshold, V/Vr = 0.35. f, Distribution of
changes in the moving direction (between stop and run phases), see text, p∆θ(∆θ). g, Survivals
curves Qa(τa > t) with a = R (red squares) and a = S (blue circles); the solid curves correspond
to the theoretical prediction given by Eq. (2) and Eq. (3). See SI for more details and movies.
I. EXPERIMENTS
We study the behavior of EHEC – strain EDL931, serotype O157:H7, which contains
a large number of adhesins, including Type 1 fimbria [32] – near the bottom surface of an
invitrogen Attoflour R© chamber filled with 4 mm height liquid film of DMEM medium at 37◦C.
Using phase-contrast microscopy at 40x magnification, we record the behavior of bacteria
near the glass coverslip at 30 frames per second. Figs. 1a-c show examples of cell trajectories
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(see Movie S1, S2, and S3). Bacteria display smooth, typically circular trajectories that are
interrupted by stop events (indicated by red triangles) that lead to abrupt changes in the
speed V (Fig. 1d) and moving direction (θ), see 1b-c and Movie S4. Note that we express
the velocity vector as V (t)eˆ(θ(t)), with eˆ(·) = (cos(·), sin(·)) a unit vector. The speed
distribution exhibits a bimodal shape, as shown in Fig. 1e. The local minimum displayed
by the speed distribution is located at V/Vr ≈ 0.35, where Vr corresponds to the speed at
which a local maximum is observed in the distribution (with an average Vr ≈ 26µm/s). We
make use of the bimodal nature of the distribution to define stop phases as those periods
where V/Vr ≤ 0.35 and run phases when V/Vr > 0.35. This allows us to define the changes
in moving direction ∆θ as result of a stop phase as the difference between the value of θ
immediately before and immediately after the stopping phase. The distribution p∆θ(∆θ),
shown in Fig. 1f, is centered around 0 and p∆θ(∆θ) > 0 in the whole interval ∆θ ∈ [−pi, pi].
The distribution of times associated to run (τR) and stop (τS) phases is presented in Fig. 1g
in the form of survival curves Qa(τa > t), with a = {R, S}, i.e. the probability of observing
for instance a running time τ greater than t. These quantities play a fundamental role
in our analysis. We find that QR(τR > t) is consistent with an exponential decay with
characteristic time of 〈τR〉 ≈ 4.4s, which lets us define the stop frequency as 1/〈τR〉. While
the statistics of QR(τR > t) suggests a Poisson process regulating the run-time duration,
a scenario qualitatively consistent with bulk motion [1, 3], the survival curve QS(τS > t)
indicates that the stop phase is more complex. In particular, we find that QS(τS > t) is
of the form A exp[−a t] + B exp[−b t] with an average stop duration 〈τS〉 ≈ 0.49 s, which is
about 63 % larger than the – strain-dependent – average duration of a tumbling event for
non-EH E. coli, which is ≈ 0.3 s and whose distribution is a single exponential [33].
II. EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE OF THREE BEHAVIORAL STATES
The bimodal speed distribution, Fig. 1e, reflects an intermittent dynamics in V (t), where
the speed is either fluctuating around Vr or around zero, Fig. 1d. The dichotomic dynamics
displayed by V (t) may lead us to think that the observed phenomenon is consistent with two
behavioral states, one associated with V ≈ Vr and another one with V ≈ 0. However, the
fact that pS(τS > t) is the sum of two exponentials suggests the existence of two behavioral
states associated with the stop phase, and thus to the presence of a minimum of three
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FIG. 2. Evidence of three states. a, Example of the evolution of a bacterium that undergoes a
transition from a running phase (state 2) to a stop phase not involving tethered-like motion (state
0) that transitions to a tethered state (state 1) to finally switch again to a running phase. The
bacterium trajectory is shown by the red curve. See Movies S5 and S6. b, It shows that tethered-
like motion can be identified by looking at the curvature κ of the trajectory that is of the order
of 1/`, with ` the length of the bacterium. c, It shows the survival curves pi(τi > t) associated
to state i. d, The conditions probabilities qi j that the bacterium transitions from state i to j,
see text. e, The resulting Markov chain model that describes that describes the evolution of the
bacterium’s state. Transition rates ki j are estimated from c and d as explained in the text. For
transition rate values, see text.
behavioral states, two associated to the stop phase and one to the run phase. Further
inspection of the data reveals that during periods when V (t)/Vr ≤ 0.35 it is often observed
that the bacterium is not at rest but rotating around one of the tips of the bacterium’s
body: a motion that is analogous to the rotations observed in experiments with tethered
bacteria [3, 34], providing clear evidence that these stops events involve adhesion to the
surface, see Fig. 2a and b and SI for movies. This type of tethered-like motion can be easily
detected by monitoring the local curvature κ(t) = 1/R(t) of the bacterial trajectory. When
the trajectory corresponds to circles or circular arcs of a radius comparable to the length (`)
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of the bacterium – in practice we use 1/3 < R/` < 2 – the bacterium is in a tethered state.
Tethered motion is typically not continuous, but intermittent: periods of rotational motion
and no motion alternate each other. The detaching of the flagellar bundle from the surface is
evidenced when the bacterium resumes free swimming and V (t)/Vr > 0.35. Thus, we define
the following states: “0” indicates that the bacterium is not moving – i.e. V (t)/Vr ≤ 0.35
– and in a non-tethered state, “1” corresponds to the bacterium in a tethered state, and
“2” implies that the bacterium is running, V (t)/Vr > 0.35. Provided these definition, we
can estimate from the experiments the probability of finding the bacterium in state 0, 1,
or 2, denoted pi with i ∈ {0, 1, 2}. Fig. 2c shows that the corresponding survival curves
are exponential. Furthermore, we can compute from the data the conditional probabilities
qi j for a particle in state i to transitions to state j. Since from i, there are two possible
transitions, e.g. j and k, then qi j + qi k = 1. Thus, from Fig. 2c and d all transitions rates
ki j from state i to j can be estimated as follows. Knowing the average time in state i,
which is Ti = [ki j + ki k]−1 (Fig. 2c), and qi j and qi j (Fig. 2d), the rates are computed as
ki j = qi j T −1i [[Note that in original publication, Perez-Ipin˜a et al. Nature Physics 15 610-
615 (2019), this expression was reported with a typo: the “-1” exponent was missing]]. We
find that 97% of transitions from 2 occur to state 0, and thus for simplicity in the following
we neglect transitions 2→ 1. In addition, since the only detectable transition out of state 1
– i.e. involving surface detachment is by observing that the bacterium resumes swimming,
i.e. transitions to 2 – the transition 1 → 0 is not present. Following the above described
procedure, we obtain: k01 = (0.20±0.02) s-1, k02 = (3.71±0.2) s-1, k12 = (0.21±0.02) s-1, and
k20 = 0.22 ± 0.05 s-1. Note that it is possible to conceive alternative statistical treatments
that involve 6 transition rates that despite the added complexity lead to the same results,
see SI. In summary, we find that the observed behavior can be accurately described by the
simple Markov chain shown in Fig. 2e, whose master equation reads:
∂tp0(t) = −(k02 + k01)p0 + k20p2, (1a)
∂tp1(t) = −k12p1 + k01p0, (1b)
∂tp2(t) = −k20p2 + k02p0 + k12p1 . (1c)
Computing the survival curves QR(τR > t) and QS(τS > t) from these equations imply to
solve first passage time probabilities on the Markov chain shown in Fig. 2e using suitable
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boundary and initial conditions; for details see SI. We find that
QR(τR > t) = e
−k20t , (2)
while QS we obtain:
QS(τS > t) =
(
1− k01
α
)
e−(k01+k02)t +
k01
α
e−k12t (3)
where α = k01 + k02 − k12.
III. SPATIAL MOTION
The proposed three-state model can be used as the basis for a spatial model, which should
be able to describe the large variety of trajectories observed in experiments and incorporate
the following considerations:
(i) Figs. 1a and b show that a moving bacterium tends to describe circular trajecto-
ries interrupted by stop events. This implies that state 2 should describe an active chiral
swimmer [35–37] characterized by a speed Vr and a radius of curvature Vr/Ω0. The value
of Ω0, associated to the curvature in the running state, as well as the strength of moving
direction fluctuations, denoted by Dθ, can be directly extracted from individual trajectories
by studying the velocity autocorrelation. Further details on this procedure are provided in
SI. Thus, we assigned to states 0, 1, 2 the linear speeds V [0] = V [1] = 0 and V [2] = Vr > 0,
and angular speeds Ω[0] = Ω[1] = 0 and Ω[2] = Ω0, respectively. Transitions between either
stop state, i.e. 0 or 1, to state 2 involve changes in the moving direction (∆θ) as indicated
in Figs. 1b and c.
(ii) We encode the details on the associated changes in the moving direction due to tran-
sitions 0 → 2 and 1 → 2 into the probability densities g02(θ, θ′) and g12(θ, θ′), respectively,
where θ′ denotes the moving direction before the stop event and θ after it, with ∆θ = θ− θ′.
Under these considerations, the spatiotemporal evolution of the three-state bacterium
can be expressed via the probability density pi(~x, θ, t) of finding the bacterium in state
i (with i ∈ {0, 1, 2}) at position ~x and moving in direction θ at time t by the following
7
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FIG. 3. Diffusion coefficient. a, The value of Deff, color coded and measured in units of µm
2s−1,
as function of two transition rates, kij and ki′j′ . The star in each panel indicates where the exper-
imental value is located. b, Deff vs the stop frequency k20. Symbols corresponds to agent-based
simulations, the solid black curve to Eq. (7), and the vertical red line indicates the experimentally
measured value of k20. c, Deff vs the inverse of the average stopping time given by kst =
k01+k02
1+k01/k12
.
Symbols corresponds to agent based simulations obtained by varying k12 (triangles), k01 (squares),
and k02 (crosses), while the solid curve corresponds again to Eq. (7). The vertical arrow indicates
experimentally obtained kst value. Note that Deff does not exhibit a local maximum of any value
of kst. d, Experimentally estimated values of Deff, where the horizontal dashed lines corresponds
to the average. e, It shows the histogram of the Deff values displayed in d, where the vertical red
dashed line corresponds to the average Deff. f, Deff vs k20 for kst values 0.010, 0.056, 0.316, 1.778
and 104 s−1 in the direction indicated by the horizontal arrow. Note that for low kst values, there
is no optimal k20.
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continuum-time forward Kolmogorov equation with transition-jumps:
∂tp0(~x,θ, t) = −(k02 + k01)p0 + k20p2, (4a)
∂tp1(~x,θ, t) = −k12p1 + k01p0, (4b)
∂tp2(~x,θ, t) = −Vr∇(eˆ(θ)p2)−Ω0∂θp2+Dθ∂θθp2−k20p2
+k02
∫
g02(θ, θ
′)p0dθ′+k12
∫
g12(θ, θ
′)p1dθ′. (4c)
Note that the spatiotemporal model defined by Eqs. [4a-4c] can also be expressed by the
following set of stochastic differential equations:
~˙x =V [i(t)]eˆ(θ(t)) ; θ˙ = Ω[i(t)]+
√
2D[i(t)] ξθ(t)+ζ(t) , (5)
where i(t) denotes the state of the bacterium at time t, Ω[i] is defined as Ω[0] = Ω[1] = 0 and
Ω[2] = Ω0, D[i] as D[0] = D[1] = 0 and D[2] = Dθ, ξθ(t) is a white noise of unit variance,
and ζ(t) is a shot noise ζ(t) =
∑
k βkδ(t− tk), with tk denoting the time at which the k-th
transition from either 0 → 2 or 1 → 2 occurred and βk the associated change in θ at that
given transition. The temporal evolution of i(t) as well as the times tk are dictated by the
temporal three-state model defined above (Eq. (1)).
In order to solve Eq. (4), we need to specify g02 and g12. From Fig. 1f, it becomes
evident that g02(θ, θ
′) = g02(|∆θ|) and the same argument applies to g12. To simplify the
calculations, we assume that g02 and g12 are uniformly distributed in the intervals −φ0 ≤
∆θ ≤ φ0 and −φ1 ≤ ∆θ ≤ φ1, respectively, and zero otherwise. Note that Eq. (4) can
be solved without this approximation via a longer calculation that leads almost exactly the
same result, see SI. We fix the values of φ1 = pi and use φ0 to match the variance of the
experimental distribution p∆θ(∆θ), Fig. 1f, taking into account that a fraction q02 =
k02
k01+k02
of the transitions from stop to run phase occur through the path 0 → 2, while the rest
(1 − q02) via 0 → 1 → 2. We obtain φ0 = 0.72pi and φ1 = pi. With the above expression
for g02 and g12, we can analytically obtain an effective diffusion coefficient Deff for the
proposed three-state bacterial model. We use the Taylor-Kubo formula to express Deff =
limt→∞ 14t
∫ t
0
dt′
∫ t
0
dt′′〈v(t′)v(t′′)〉, which reduces the complexity of the problem to compute
C(t′, t′′) = 〈v(t′)v(t′′)〉 = 〈V [i(t′)]eˆ(θ(t′)V [i(t′′)]eˆ(θ(t′′)〉, which can be expressed as:
C(t′, t′′) = (6)∫
dθ′
∫
dθ′′
∑
i′,i′′
V [i′]V [i′′]cos(θ′ − θ′′)p(i′,θ′,t′,i′′,θ′′,t′′)
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where i′ and i′′ refer to the state of the bacterium at time t′ and t′′. Note that p(i′,θ′,t′,i′′,θ′′,t′′) =
p(i′,θ′,t′|i′′,θ′′,t′′)pi′′(θ′′,t′′). Both, p(i′,θ′,t′|i′′,θ′′,t′′) and pi′′(θ′′,t′′) can be directly obtained
from Eq. (4) after integrating over space Eq. (4). The computation of p(i′,θ′,t′|i′′,θ′′,t′′)
requires solving Eq. (4) for t ≥ t′′ with initial condition pk(θ, t = t′′) = δ(θ − θ′) for k = i′′
and pk(θ, t = t
′′) = 0 for k 6= i′′. The details on the calculation are provided in the SI.
Following the described procedure, we find that:
Deff =V
2
r
(
Dθ + k20φˆ
)
2
((
Dθ + k20φˆ
)2
+ Ω20
) kst
kst + k20
, (7)
where φˆ = (q0φ
2
0 + q1φ
2
1) /6, kst is defined as kst =
k01+k02
1+k01/k12
, and Vr = 26 µm s
-1, Ω0 = 0.3 s
-1
and Dθ = 0.07 s
-1 are extracted from the experimental trajectories as explained in Materials
and Methods and SI. The other parameters are obtained from the experimental data by the
procedures explained above; values have been also provided (see previous sections).
IV. DEPENDENCY ON THE TRANSITION RATES
Fig. 3a shows the value of Deff color coded as function of two rates kij, with all other
parameters kept constant to the experimentally measured values. In each panel, a star
indicates the location of the experimentally obtained values of the rates. The exploration of
the model let us identify the role and relevance of each rate. The most remarkable finding
is that for large enough values of k02 and k12, and for the whole range of k01, by varying k20
we unveil the existence of a local maximum for Deff (also global maximum). From Fig. 3b,
where symbols correspond to agent-based simulations (see SI for details) and the solid curve
to Eq. (7), it is evident that dDeff
dk20
∣∣∣
k∗20
= 0 at an optimal k∗20 ≈ 0.2s-1 that is remarkably close
to the value of k20 obtained in experiments (see vertical line). At this value of k20, Eq. (7)
predicts a diffusion coefficient of the order of 500µm2s−1, which is close to the average of
experimentally obtained values, see Fig. 3d and e. On the other hand, Fig. 3c shows that
Deff does not exhibit a local maximum by varying kst, which is the inverse of the average
stopping time that is function of all other rates: k01, k02, and k12. Interestingly, the value
of kst controls the potential existence of a local maximum with respect to k20 as shown in
Fig. 3f. This means that depending on the values of k01, k02, and k12, that may depend
on the properties of bacterial adhesins on the specific surface, Deff may not exhibit a local
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maximum and the global maximum may be trivially located at k20 → 0, indicating that
stop-adhesion events, in this case, may not help to enhance Deff.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have shown that in EHEC, individual surface exploration results from a complex in-
terplay between motility and stop events leading to surface adhesion. These stop-adhesion
events allow EHEC to break the hydrodynamic-induced circular trajectories and explore
the surface by performing alternating run and stop-adhesion phases. More specifically, we
showed that the experimental data is consistent with an arguably generic three-state model
that suggests that surface exploration by swimming peritrichous bacteria can be strongly
enhanced by performing transient surface adhesion events. In particular, the analysis un-
veiled that the average frequency at which stops occur in experiments (referred to as stop
frequency) is located at the optimal value that maximizes bacterial diffusivity predicted by
the developed theory. While this finding may appear as a coincidence, we found that in the
experiments reported by Sauer et al. [38] with uropathogenic E. coli – which importantly
possess different types of adhesins from the ones found in EHEC – and where bacteria move
on and adhere to mannosylated surfaces – i.e different surfaces from the one here analyzed –
the surface exploration statistics is perfectly consistent with the proposed three-state model.
Moreover, the stop frequency measured in those experiments also coincides with the value
that according to the developed model maximizes the diffusion coefficient of the bacteria;
for details and figures on the analysis of the data reported in [38], see SI. This observation
strongly suggests that the proposed mechanism is not specific to EHEC, but rather a generic
mechanism of bacterial surface exploration. Moreover, it has been reported that E. coli and
other bacteria possess mechano-sensitive channels that allow them to “know” when they are
on a surface and to perform surface-sensing [39], as well as to regulate the activity of the bac-
terial flagellar motor [40]. All this suggests that bacteria may be indeed able to adapt their
behavior depending on the surface properties and tune the stop frequency to the optimal
value that maximizes surface diffusivity. Note that in the absence of information cues, as oc-
curs in the studied experiments, a higher surface diffusivity confers an advantage to bacteria
to find randomly distributed colonization sites or food patches located on the surface [41].
In the presence of information cues, e.g. in the form of chemical gradients, bacteria have to
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cope with conflicting requirements of searching and localization as explained by Clark and
Grant in [42] and in the context of search without gradients in [43]. Without entering into
these important issues [42, 43], the analysis of the model suggests that by regulating the
frequency of stop-adhesion events bacteria can perform biased motion on surfaces (see SI).
Undoubtedly, surface motility experiments in well-controlled chemoattractant gradients are
required to clarify these intriguing issues. Other promising experimental directions include
the use of c-di-GMP to alter the run time distribution [44], alter the adhesion properties by
using a different substrate material [45] or the use of mannose as in [46] to alter the average
stop time.
The collected evidence, together with the recent discoveries on bacterial surface sensing
capacity, and the observation that the experimental values of the tumbling frequency in
three-dimensional swimming do not maximize bacterial 3D diffusivity [3], let us speculate
that peritrichous bacteria have evolved to become optimal surface explorers by the iden-
tified exploration mechanism involving transient adhesion events. This should not come
as a surprise if we consider that nutrients in aqueous environments tend to accumulate at
surfaces [47].
VI. MATERIAL AND METHODS
Experimental setup
Microorganisms : Enterohemorrhagic Escherichia coli EDL931 (CIP 103571 “Institut Pas-
teur”) serotype O157:H7 (EC) was kindly provided by Ste´phane Me´resse, Faculte´ des Sci-
ences de Luminy, Centre d’Immunologie de Marseille-Luminy (CIML), INSERM-CNRS,
Marseille, France. Bacteria were stored in Luria-Bertani (LB) medium plus 15% glycerol at
−80◦C.
Preparation for video-microscopy: Bacteria were grown overnight into LB broth medium
without shaking (condition that preserved flagellum). Bacteria were pelleted by gentle
centrifugation (2500 rpm for 10 minutes) and resuspended in DMEM medium. Subsequently,
2 ml of liquid was disposed into invitrogen Attoflou R© cell chambers, leading to a density of
approx. 106 bacteria/dish. The circular cell chambers have a diameter of 25 mm, which lead
to a heigth of approx. 4 mm of the liquid above the bottom glass surface of the cell chamber.
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For time-lapse video microscopy, the chambers were placed in a humidity (95%), CO2 (5%)
and temperature (37oC) - controlled environment. The focus was set on the cover slip at
the bottom of the cell chamber, in order to record bacterial motion close to the surface
glass/liquid. At least 30 minutes were given to the system to equilibrate prior to recording
bacterial motion.
Records of video-microscopy: Motile bacteria were recorded by phase-contrast microscopy
using a Leica DMI6000 B inverted microscope equipped with a high-sensitive Ropper Cool-
Snap HQ2 CCD camera (Photometrics) at 40x magnification (numerical aperture: 0.75,
Leica HCX PL Fluotar PH2). Images were acquired with the LAS-AF software (Leica,
Germany) at a rate of 35 fps.
Data analysis and fitting of parameters
Videos were analyzed using fiji platform [48]. Trajectories of 147 individual bacteria were
tracked using two different tools: MTrackJ [49] for manual tracking and TrackMate [50]
for semi-automatic tracking. From the tracking, the bacteria’s center of mass {~xj} with
~xj = (x(tj), y(tj)) at times tj = j · ∆t for j = 1, ..., N time steps were obtained for each
bacterium, where is ∆t = f−1M the inverse of the microscope frame rate. The speed at time
tj was computed as
Vj,n =
1
n∆t
||~xj+n
2
− ~xj−n
2
||
i.e. as the average speed over the neighboring n = 6 time steps in order to remove rapid
speed fluctuations. For each bacterium, a reference speed Vr was computed as the arithmetic
average of a subset of speed values {Vs} that satisfy Vs ≥ 0.5Vmax, where Vmax = max{Vj}
is the maximum speed of the trajectory. As was mentioned in the main text, Vr was used
to identify the stops events. Plotting the distribution of Vj,n/Vr for all the trajectories we
observed two local maximums, one at Vr and the other at 0. A minimum value is located at
Vj,n/Vr = 0.35 and was used as a threshold to identify run and stop phases. A stop phase is
defined as the consecutive times si = {tj} where the condition Vj,n/Vr < 0.35 is satisfied. In
the same way, a run phase corresponds to consecutive times rl = {tk} where Vk,n/Vr > 0.35.
The moving direction θ(tj) was computed by first smoothing the x and y components of
the trajectory independently using a Gaussian filter with width σ = 3 (in order to remove
fluctuations such as wobbling motion of the bacterial body) and subsequently using the
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quadrant-sensitive arctangent function on the smoothed trajectory {~xSj}:
θj = arctan
(
ySj+1 − ySj
xSj+1 − xSj
)
.
The change in the moving direction during a stop event was defined as ∆θ = θ(min(rl)) −
θ(min(si)), again where the rl-event is the running event that immediately follows the si-
event.
In order to estimate the population mean values of the parameters we only consider the
running phases longer than 100∆t. Then we estimated the mean value of the running speed,
〈Vr〉 as the average over all the Vr. In the case that a trajectory did not have any stops we
re-defined Vr as the average in time of Vj,n. The angular speed, Ω0, was computed using the
curvature κ of the running phases. The curvature κ can be geometrically calculated by,
κ(ti) = −|~¨x(ti)× ~˙x(ti)||~˙x(ti)|3
=
x˙(ti)y¨(ti)− y˙(ti)x¨(ti)
(x˙2(ti) + y˙2(ti))3/2
The temporal first and second derivatives appearing in this equation are estimated using
finite differences. Finally, Ω0 and κ¯ are geometrically related by
Ω0 = κ¯Vr, (8)
such that Ω0 can be obtained if previously κ¯ and the mean speed Vr have been measured
independently.
The angular diffusion coefficient, Dθ, was computed from the (average) correlation of
the moving direction, 〈~ˆei.~ˆei+j〉i, where ~ˆei = ~˙x(ti)Vi,n is the (average) direction of motion of the
particle at time ti. For a chiral active particle the correlation of the moving direction can
be expressed as:
〈~ˆei.~ˆei+j〉i = e−Dθj∆t cos (Ω0j∆t) . (9)
Finally, knowing Ω0, it is possible to extract the values of Dθ fitting the data with Eq. (9).
All fitting was done using the Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear least-squares algorithm. In
SI the histograms of the estimated values of the model parameters obtained for the running
events analyzed are shown.
Notes on the time distributions estimations
For the analysis of the duration of the runs and stops we have to consider that we can
track bacteria as long as they are in the camera frame, meaning that we cannot follow
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them for long times and we only see a part of their trajectories. This implies that we have
a bias in the accessible data towards the short times. In the analysis of the duration of
run and stop phases, in order to avoid a bias towards short times, “partial” events were
included, i.e. those events that were not observed from the beginning till the end, e.g. the
partial running event of a bacterium that enters/exits the camera frame (in such cases we
do not know when the running event started/finished). These partial events were analyzed
following the Kaplan-Meier method to estimate the survival distribution. For the running
time distribution we applied the same procedure as the one used in [1] in order to account
for the individual variability.
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